Inception Partner Program

About the NVIDIA Inception Partner Program

The NVIDIA Inception Partner Program is a zero-cost acceleration platform for AI, data science and HPC startups, providing critical go-to-market support, expertise and technology. The program accelerates the evolution of your startup by amplifying your company's visibility, connecting you with investors, and NVIDIA experts and scaling the adoption of leading AI and ML technologies in the Public Sector.

As the startup matures, the program benefits also evolve to further the company's growth. Premier members receive increased NVIDIA marketing support, access to Premier-only member events, and a dedicated NVIDIA relationship manager.

Carahsoft's NVIDIA Inception Team works as an extension of this program assisting our Inception Partners in expanding their reach and scaling adoption of leading AI and machine learning technologies in the Public Sector market.

How It Works

Benefits:

The Inception Program supports all stages of a startup's life cycle and offers a multitude of networking and marketing opportunities. Unlike traditional accelerators, the program supports all stages of a startup's life cycle. Valuable support from Carahsoft and NVIDIA include:

• Cross-selling opportunities among complementary Inception Program Partners and major vendors

• Promotion with Carahsoft's hundreds of resellers, systems integrators and consultants.

• Access to Carahsoft's extensive portfolio of Federal, State, and Local Government and Education contracts.

• High-level technical tools, latest resources, and opportunities to connect with investors.

If you would like more information on the Inception Partner Program, please contact us at InceptionPartners@Carahsoft.com.